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„ICAROS convinces thanks to an immersive, multi-sensory overall 
experience with a high fun factor. The combination of VR technology and 
free-flowing movements in space creates a complete physical and visual 
user experience. As an immersive overall experience, ICAROS represents 
a compelling innovation in the world of fitness.“

UX DESIGN AWARDS JURY

We make you fly



Virtual Reality Workout
ICAROS combines fitness and virtual reality to create an exciting and 
effective exercise experience. ICAROS enables users to fly, dive or drive 
through virtual worlds and to exercise their body at the same time. 

We call it ACTIVE VR.

Featured on:

„Gaming, sport and excitement. Overall winner ICAROS combines all these 
attributes in one device and is aiming to revolutionize fitness training.“
ISPO Jury



Plug in. Zone out. 
Get ripped.
ICAROS systems can be installed anywhere. 
The setup is wireless, quick and easy. 

The system consists of four parts:

• ICAROS machine
• controller including sensors
• ICAROS game app
• virtual reality HMD 

HMD

ADJUSTABLE FOR DIFFERENT BODY SIZES

Active VR
Training Effects
ICAROS workouts train different muscle groups, focusing on upper body 
and core muscles. The exercises simultaneously improve reflexes, balance 
and coordination abilities. Specific workout intensities can be triggered 
through selectable gaming scenarios and machine settings.

User Quotes:
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CONTROLLER

Kneeling Plank

Muscle stimulation: 0.29 RMS
Calories burned: 4.50 kcal/min

ICAROS Plank

Muscle stimulation: 0.71 RMS
Calories burned: 6.59 kcal/min

„The ICAROS is an excellent innovation. Everyone using the ICAROS will confirm 
it‘s fun, muscular core and shoulder strength enhancing. There is absolutely no 
other total body coordination optimizing equipment like the ICAROS.“

Dr Phil Heaton
Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon operating ICAROS
Specialist Hip and Knee FRCS (Tr & Ortho)

„ICAROS completes our innnovative and modern fitness-experience-worlds 
with another highlight! Our members are thrilled by the sensational combination 
of fitness and gaming. We are very excited to see the upcoming VR-experiences 
and look forward to a further close collaboration with ICAROS.“

FitStar 
German Fitness Chain operating ICAROS systems

Samsung Gear VR included
Oculus Rift and HTC Vive supported



ICAROS provides effective, motivating and entertaining workout 
experiences. The exploration of fascinating virtual worlds makes you 
forget about the effort of your exercise - in the sky, underwater or in 
space. ICAROS VR experiences are developed to improve users‘ 
coordination, balance and core strength. 

Each software includes several gaming modes and different levels 
of difficulty to motivate users and make training progress visible. 
To share the experience, the ICAROS system allows operators to 
display the game play on  additional screens.

The multiplayer mode takes ACTIVE VR to the next level. Install 
a flight deck by linking two ICAROS machines via WIFI to explore 
virtual worlds together, compete in races or cooperate in battles.

The split screen mode involves spectators into the adventures 
of two pilots competing or cooperating in the virtual worlds. 
Crowds of spectators guaranteed. 

Virtual Worlds, Real Workouts

ICAROS Multiplayer - The Ultimate Session

ICAROS DIMENSIONS

Length: 1625mm to 1930mm / 64“ to 76“
Width: 952mm / 37“
Height: 960mm / 38“ 
Weight: 124kg / 273lb

Controller VR Game HMD
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ICAROS COMPONENTS

ICAROS Machine
Wireless ICAROS Controller
ICAROS VR Game
HMD wireless or wired

Information provided without guarantee. Technical changes reserved. Patents pending. Patented Design


